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QUARRIES IN THE EAST MiDLANDS supplied building stone to a large number of the
cathedrals, castles, monastic buildings and parish churches both in Ihe region andfurther qfield.
Stone .from Nottinghamshirt was most!>' used locally but the Lincolnshire Limestone qUllrries,
which included Bamack, supplied a large number if buildings in East Anglia and the south. The
documentary evidence is lacking in most cases and in /his paper building cucounts and place-name
studies are examined to identify the sites of the medieval quarries, to demonstrate the widespread
use qfthe stone, and to discover the means by which it was transported.
The quarries of the East Midlands, defined here as the counties of Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, north Leicestershire including Rutland, and parts of
north Northamptonshire have provided the building stone for a considerable range
of buildings from the medieval period to the present century, and in some cases
their use has been attested from the pre~medieval period as well. The use of the
stone was not limited to the region of the East Midlands, although the builders of
its churches, cathedrals and abbeys exploited the quarries, but major building
campaigns in the S. and E. of England also used the quarries extensively and made
arrangements for transportation over considerable distances.
No contemporary documentary material has survived from the quarries in the
region and information has to be found in the building accounts of those structures
that used the quarries. The evidence for the transport of stone from quarries to
sites is mostly contained in the same sources. A second source that has been
consulted to identify the sites of quarries is the published and unpublished
researches of the regional place-names societies. Some areas have been studied in
greater depth than others and this means that not all the information on the area
of the southern quarries is yet available but work on the northern area has provided
a considerable amount. Specific quarries such as the Weldon stone fields have been
studied in depth and the whole area of stone production and use reviewed with
monographs on the stone used at individual buildings such as Ely cathedraL I
However, the purpose of this paper is to bring together material from a greater
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range of sources to demonstrate the widespread extent of quarrying in the region,
the destination or the stone from particular quarries, the means of transporting the
Slone and the factors affecting the choice of methods (Fig. I). The period under
consideration here is primarily that afme I I t.h to 15th centuries when the quarries
were utilized for the great cathedral and castle building projects of the bishops and
nobility. Stone continued to be extracted from a number of these quarry-sites in
the subsequent periods and a necessarily selective listing of these uses, fOT secular
buildings in particular, is included.

GEOLOGY

The geological map of the East Midlands region is divided into a sequence of
bands running N.-S. that are composed of rocks decreasing in age towards the
North Sea coasl. The western and southern edges are bounded by low ground in
which the Trent and Duse flow before eventually joining the Humber. Underlying
the Trent valley is the Mercia Mudstone bordered to the east by Liassic clays and
the scarp of the Lincoln Edge. This narrow belt of high land runs from the Humber
to Grantham and is breached in tw·o places, the Lincoln and Ancaster Gaps. The
Lincoln Edge is the continuation of the Jurassic limestone belt that stretches from
the lower Cotswolds to the Yorkshire coast. It is a region consisting of thick clay
layers and Oolitic and Liassic limestOne. Not all the stone produced is of building
quality, the region between Market Harborough and St lves (Cambridgeshire) for
example is particularly poor, and the best building stone is found in the Cotswolds
and the area of Nonhamptonshire, Rutland, Kesteven (south Lincolnshire) and
the Soke of Peterborough.
To the E. of the Lincoln Edge lies the Lincolnshire Wolds with the broad clay
valley drained by the Ancholme and Witham rivers. The Wolds are a low range of
hills, not rising much over 120 m above OD, running N\¥. across the county and
largely composed ofchalk. Building stones have been used from both the clay area,
from the eastern edge where it rises into the Wolds around Wragby and Horncastle
where a brown iron-bearing limestone has been quarried, and the Wolds where
two building stones were used. These were the chalk and the greenish Spilsby
Sandstone that weathers to a brown colour. Brown ironstone was also extracted in
the area around Seunthorpe and used extensively in local buildings.
Further W. the Nottinghamshire area has two types of limestone formation
although neither is Oolitic. The Magnesian limestone quarried in the N. of the
region is the best quality and was used extensively for buildings around Blyth
(Nottinghamshire). However, most of the building stone of the region is sandstone,
with the Permian 'New Red' from the Mansfield area used for churches in the
region, although the lighter coloured variety is unsuitable for outside use. Central
Nottinghamshire drew on the Triassic sandstone from the Mercia Mudstone series,
locally called 'skerry', for its churches. In the SE. of the county Lower Jurassic or
Blue Lias was used although this was only available in narrow bands at the quarry
and was best suited to interior work.
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Leicestershire is not a major stone area and building stone is found only in the
districts bordering Lincolnshire and Rutland. Other deposits of stone are either
too deeply buried beneath the boulder clay or tOO soft. In E. Leicestershire
Marlstone from the Middle Lias was used for churches on the ridge between
Market Harbrough and Belvoir, but me Lincolnshire Limestone, from the Rutland
quarries and those found in a small area in the NE. ofLeicestershire, was a much
more suitable material. There were sandstone quarries in W. and 1\1'\0\'. Leicestershire providing a buff-coloured stone from the Triassic Keuper series but again this
was not a durable exterior material. 2
QUARRY SITES

The vernacular architecture of the East Midlands clearly shows where the
main stone producing areas are. A comparison between villages in me area around
Stamford, which are built almost entirely of stone with boundaries marked by
stone walls rather than hedges or fences, and the villages of I E. Lincolnshire where
such stone as is available is only used for the church, demonstrates the importance
of having access to the material in the immediate area. When transport is involved
stone becomes an expensive material, and so the usual practice was to use locally
available stone. On the Nottinghamshire/ Leicestershire border at the edge of the
Vale of Belvoir, for instance, there is a group ofironstone churches around Eastwell
where open cast quarrying and later iron ore extraction were carried out until the
second halfof this cemury. It is not an ideal building stone, since it is extremely soft
and unsuitable for fine detail work, and its use for this group of churches shows
that ready availability was the main consideration. 3
Demand for stone from the areas of the Lincolnshire Limestone where the
stone is of the highest quality came from building projects further afield and there
is considerable evidence thai stone was transported over long distances, for work
on the royal castle at Windsor in the 14th century, for example, or for the Louth
spire campaign in the early 16th century (see further below). Quarries were also
leased or bought by monasteries undertaking building works and the stone
transported to the site, for example the quarries at Barnack which supplied stone
to buildings over a wide area in East Anglia in the I I th and I '2th cemuries.
The state papers of the 13th and 14th cemuries demonstrate that a number of
building stone quarries in the region were under royal control (see further below).
The reasons for this are not hard to find, with the excellem properties of the stone
utilized by lhe Crown for projects in different locations. These documents also
provide evidence for quarry siles that are not otherwise obvious, such as those in
Sherwood forest for example.
THE LINCOLNSHIRE L1M.ESTONE QUARRIES

The name 'Lincolnshire Limestone' refers to a particular type of stone formed
in theJurassic period that is found not juSt in Lincolnshire, in the range oflow hills
in Kesteven, but also in Rutland and Northamptonshire. It is Inferior (i.e. lower)
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Oolitic limeswne of very high quality, suitable for ashlar and for fine carving and
has good weathering properties. Quarries worked in the medieval period were
situated in Kesteven, around Ancaster, in the parish ofGastle Bytham, and further
S. around Stamford. There was also a northern quarry area that supplied the
cathedral of Lincoln.
L1NCOL~

CATHEDRAL QUARRIES

The present Lincoln cathedral quarry, known as 'Dean and Chapter' quarry,
is situated in the N. of the city on Riseholme road. It is the most northern of the
Oolitic limestone quarries in the diocese. The cathedral is clearly built of the
Lincolnshire Limestone, but the exact source of this stone has not been established
and the date of the opening of the Dean and Chapter quarry is uncertain. A quarry
was owned by the Dean and Chapter in the 18th century but it was nOt used for
repairs to the cathedral and restorers of the building acquired supplies of building
stone from other sources. James Gibbs used stone taken from the ruins of the
Bishop's Palace for the work on the interior of the west front in the 17'205 and
James Essex brought stone from Yorkshire in the later 18th century." Stone
described as 'Lincoln stone' was bought in 1794, although since this was to be used
for paving it need nOt have come from a building stone quarry. Larger amounts of
this 'Lincoln stone' that clearly was intended for building work were bought in
1834, but the majority of stone supplied to the cathedral during the 18305 came
from the Ancaster quarries..5 The Dean and Chapter quarry in Riseholme road
was in operation from at least 187'2 when it was fenced in and quarrymen's wages
appear in the annual audits from then on, although stOne was again purchased
from the southern quarries of Little Bytham and Ancaster during this period.
Limekilns were built in the quarry in 1874 and this may have been the main use of
the site at that date. In 1902 the Riseholme road quarry was extended and the
medieval beds were rediscovered on this site. The site was described at the time as
having been 'disused for many years'.6
The one documented reference to the source of the cathedral building stone
in the medieval period points to the area in the immediate vicinity supplying the
stone. In I '231 permission was granted for the cathedral to quarry stone in the ditch
of Lincoln castle. This may have been a chance find by the cathedral stonemasons
but there were quarries under royal control nearby, situated to the N. of the castle
in Newport, from the evidence of a land grant of 1'240 where the king's quarry
adjoined a parcel of land in question '.. stratem regiam ex parle australi a
lapifodina ibidem versus occidentem',7 The promontory on which the cathedral
and upper city lie is part of the limestone belt, and there is documentary evidence
for medieval quarrying in the area of the Arboretum on its SE. slopes. 8 Placename
evidence additionally locates pits and lime-kilns in the parish of St Peter Eastgate,
to the NE. of the cathedral, and strongly suggests that the triangle of land
immediately to the E. of Minster Yard, adjoining the 19th-century Nelthorpe's
quarry site, was the site of quarries from the 13th century. The area between
Eastgate and Winnowsty Lane was the site of an area called Les Pynes from 1245
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until the end of the 15th century, close to the site of the lime kilns documented
from 1324. ALthough the name 'Les Pyttes' could refer to natural hollows in the
land, its closeness to limestone extraction does suggest that these may also have
been quarry pits. The hospital ofSt Giles that lay further E. again also had quarry
pits sited nearby that are documented as such in the 17th century, and recorded in
the 14th century.9 The cathedral stone-cutters would therefore have had good
sources of building stone in the area around the site.
Other stones that have been identified in Lincoln cathedral are a Blue Lias,
perhaps from the western pan of Lincolnshire, that was used for the infill of the
Angel Choir vault and two types of black 'marble'. Purbeck marble from Dorset is
the predominant marble used, found throughout the cathedral from St Hugh's
work to the Angel Choir and Chapter House entrance. The other marble is from
ALwalton near Peterborough and seems to be confined to the work of the Early
Gothic period (see below). Despite its poor weathering qualities, Purbeck marble
was used on the W. front of the ca!.hedral, replaced by freestone in post-medieval
restorations and is currently being re-instated. The removal of the Purbeck was
first undertaken by Essex in 1]61, according to Buckler who continued it in the

18Gos. 10
ANCASTER QUARRIES

The name Ancaster is given to the stone produced in the immediate area and
is not restricted to output from the village of the same name. The quarrying region
lies within an approximate rectangle bounded on the W. by Ennine street, on the
S. by the Grantham to Boston road, on !.he E. by !.he road from Bourne to Sleaford
and on the N. by the Ancaster to Sleaford road, with the village of Ancaster
occupying the NW. comer. The medieval quarry sites lay in the parishes of
Wilsford, Dembleby and Heydour.
Stone from the quarries was used by the Romans for both sculptural and
architectural work, and its use continued in the Romano-British period with
sculpture of a vigorous if rustic nature produced at Ancaster. II Evidence for Saxon
extraction ofAncaster stone is its use for the carved stone sculptures of the 7th-8th
centuries now built into the waU of the chancel of South Kyme church. The
geological report made in the 1920S concluded that the stone had come from a
quarry in the Lincolnshire Limestone series, most probably Ancaster. 12 Kyme is c.
25-30 km from the quarry site, connected by watercourses, and during the later
medieval period was the site of a wharf used by stone barges (see below).
The fine cutting qualities of the stone were also exploited for sculptural work
during the 12th and 13th centuries when the Ancaster quarries were a centre of
production of monumental work in the form of grave slabs, effigies and figures.
The market for this work was more local than for that of the Barnack sculptors
with distribution of the work limited to a 50 km radius of the quarry site and
restricted to the area east of the river Trent. 13
Ancaster stone has been identified in the arcades of the naves of the parish
churches of Ancaster and Wilsford which both date from the 12th century, but the
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main documented period of activity seems to be the 14th century when the quarries
came under royal control. The Wilsford group of quarries supplied stone for
Windsor castle in 1363 and 1364. L4 Wilsford provided worked stone for Tattershall
castle in the 1430s, for the church at Tattershall in the 1470s, and for Stjames'
church Lomh in the early 16th century. The quarry at Heydour is documented by
an assessment of the manor in 1343 that found it to have a freestone quarry within
its boundary. I:'
The abbot of Revesby had quantities of Ancaster stone in store in the early
years of the 16th century which he was able to sell to the spire works at Louth.
Partial excavation of the NE. corner of the cloister and the adjacent parts of the
nave and transept at Revesby found evidence of Ancaster stone used together with
the local green sandstone. The excavation report was unable to provide firm dating
evidence for the excavated stonework but the sections of Ancaster stone were
stylistically attributed to the Perpendicular period and the circumstantial evidence
would SUPPOTt this being the work in hand in the 16th century. L6
An important quarry that supplied stone to building projects from the 14th to
the 16th centuries was sited at a place called Heselburgh, which has not been firmly
located by previous writers. The site is, however, mentioned in several documents
together with the Wilsford quarry and is clearly part of the Ancaster group. A
quarry at Heselburgh was part of a gift of a parcel of lands and rents given to
Lincoln's Dean and Chapter by a group of prebendaries in 1352, and there the
place is described as Heselburgh by Heydor. The siting of Heselburgh in Heydour
parish has also been confirmed by placename research. 17
Stone from Heselburgh was used at Southwell Minster in 1429-30 for work
in the Chapter House and its vestibule, although the main walling stone that had
been used for the building was Mansfield and stone roof tiles from Mansfield were
used for roofing the new work. The fragmentary fabric accounts for 1429 and 1430
name Peter de Hasilbargh as master mason for the work and it is reasonable to
assume that the choice of stone was his. It is difficult, otherwise, to explain the
change from the locally available material, the Mansfield stone, to the much more
expensively transported stone from Lincolnshire. L8 There are tvvo further references in the 15th century that may refer to Heselburgh, these are to quarries at
'Hasilbarow' and 'Hasilborowe'. The first is from the summarized accounts for
Nottingham castle of 1476-80, where it is listed amongst quarries of Magnesian
limestone from the immediate vicinity of the castle and hence may be from a more
local source. It is unlikely, however, to be the similarly named place in the village
of Nonon in north Derbyshire as Colvin suggests since this is within the region of
the millstone grit. The second is listed with Weldon stone for work on King's
College Chapel in 1480 and is much more likely to be the site in the Ancaster
group. 19
The sites of the Ancaster quarries can still be seen on Wilsford Heath, about a
kilometre SW. of the village, and Heydour quarry was also recorded on the same
site but a little further S. in the 1824 Ordnance Survey. Later expansion of the
quarry workings lay to the N. and W. A second quarry site at Wilsford was
recorded in the 1824 survey, in Wilsford Warren to the NE. of the village, as weU
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as two further sites in the parish of South Rauceby, close to the Sleaford road. The
same map also shows a quarry in Carlton Scroop, next to Carlton Ashes, thal was
presumably part of the Ancaster group, although outside the rectangle of the
medieval quarries. 20
Wilsford quarries were worked in the 20th century. At Wilsford in the 1960s
Gregorys No.2 quarry (8K 992410) had 10m beds of freestone suitable for general
walling work, of a cream 10 light brown colour, beneath the oolitic Hard White
bed suitable for exterior work and the darker coloured Weather Beds used for
paving. 11 The stone produced in the earlier periods was presumably similar.
Dembleby was described in mid 19th-eentury trade directories as having an
'excellent limestone quarry' on the heath although its owner was listed in the same
entry as a limeburner. The new church at Dembleby that was built in the 1860s
utilized stone from local quarry pits. Heydour was also worked in the 19th century.
The Ancaster stone specified by G. G. ScOlt for the new chapel for 8t John's
College Cambridge in 1862 must have come from one of these quarry sites. 12
CLIPSHAM Q.UARRIES

The Clipsham group of quarries lie S. of the Ancaster quarries. They were
first opened by the Romans and were used extensively by medieval builders. There
were seven Clipsham stone quarries in Lincolnshire and Rutland producing a
rather coarse grained stone with a high proportion of shelly fragments and Olher
irregularly shaped material that gave the SlOne a greater strength. The SlOne varied
in colour from pale cream to pale brown or an occasional blue. It was also a very
hard SlOne to cut with a toothed handsaw. 23 The quarries are situated in a broad
band that stretches from Greetham 10 Careby and from Castle Bytham to
Pickworth. Placename evidence extends the quarry field to the N. and E. with
stone extraction sites at Bunon Coggles by the 17th century, Corby Glen by the
14th, and Edenham in the 12th and 13th centuries, the latter presumably supplying
Vaudey Abbey in the parish. 14 Clipsham stone was used outside the immediate
area from the 14th century when stone from Holywell and Careby was ordered for
work on Windsor castle at the same time as stone was ordered from the Ancaster
quarries. A Clipsham slab has been identified in Stamford from shortly after
1380.2~ The quarry at Holbeck in Greetham supplied ashlar for a tower on the 8.
side of Bolingbroke castle in Lincolnshire in 1444. 26 Large amounts of Clipsham
were bought for King's College chapel, together with Weldon, between 1508/9
and 1511, although after 151 I Clipsham no longer appears in the accounts.
Clipsham stone has recently been used for the replacement of a number of can/ed
figures for the exterior of Windsor castle. 17
The quarry at Hol)'\vell in Castle Bytham parish (Lincolnshire) seems to have
had a long working life, still producing stone in the second half of the 20th century.
The site of the medieval pits is thought lO be marked as 'Old Pits' on the 6 inch as
map, NE. of the 2oth·century Medwells Quarry. The other extraction sites are in
the same immediate area, Big Pits quarry at SK 968142 was reported by Purcell to
have been first opened in the I I th-12th century and reopened in 1923, and Old
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Quarry, at SK 979154, was used until the 1930s. A quarry S. of the parish church
at Castle Bytham (SK 990180) was still in production in the 1960s.28
BARNACK QUARRIES

The village ofBarnack is in the Soke of Peterborough SE. of Stamford on the
edge of the limestone range. Barnack stone was one of the most durable of the
Lincolnshire Limestone series and was greatly in demand as a building stone. The
quarries seem to have been sited in one area S. of the village, obviously long
disused, marked as 'Hills and Holes' at TF 075048. The site demonstrates the
quarrying methods of the medieval stone cutters to have been a series of shallow
pits dug into the surface rather than a face cut back. Quarrying of Barnack stone
was also carried out at Walcot S. of the village; in 1335 the monks of Bury St
Edmunds had rights to the quarry there. 29
The Barnack stone was in three deposits, a hard walling stone, a limited
amount of fine textured oolite and the famous ragstone that was in use throughout
the quarries' working period as building stone. This was a ragstone that could be
faced and used as ashlar. The rag was a coarsely bedded and coarse grained
freestone mostly composed of rounded or concretionary coated shells or fragments
bonded by carbonate of lime.
There is evidence from surviving sculpture that the Romans extracted stone
from Barnack, and that it was used by them outside the region. Documentary
evidence exists for quarrying by the Saxons for the abbey at Ramsey, in a charter
of Edward the Confessor that also makes it clear that the abbey of Peterborough
held the rights to the site. The Saxon builders of Peterborough abbey had
themselves used the stone for the church building that survives beneath the
Norman south transept, constructing it out of roughly squared blocks identified as
Barnack. 30 The earlier building is undated, it has been placed in the second half of
the loth century with possible traces of 7th-century masonry. Barnack stone has
also been recognized in the long and short quoins, and pilaster strips of Saxon
churches over a wide area in the Midlands and East Anglia lying to the S. and E. of
the quarry site. The Barnack quarries do not seem to have come under the Crown's
control at all during their working life since there are no references to them in the
state papers. 3 ]
Barnack was the centre of a major sculptural workshop for figure sculpture
and decorative panels from the Anglo-Saxon period through the 13th century,
with distribution over a wide area from the Thames to the Wash. Evidence for the
production of tomb slabs in the 12th century can still be seen in the churchyards of
Barnack and Tallington where the shaped stones are in use as coping stones on the
churchyard wall. The production from Barnack has been identified on stylistic
grounds and its influence traced to other areas and stone types. 32
Quarrying rights were granted at various times to the abbeys of Ramsey,
Croyland, Thorney, Bury Sl Edmunds, Sawtry, Spalding, Norvvich, and Ely, as
well as Peterborough. s3 Purcell noted thal the builders of the Cambridge colleges
made no use of Slone quarried at Barnack, since by the 15th century it was no
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longer available. He also noted however that Barnack stone can be seen on certain
college buildings and explained this as a re-use of stone from the East Anglian
abbeys. Willis and Clark34 provide the evidence for this in the various college
accounts, which Purcell acknowledged but which he did not investigate in full. He
found Bamack at Caius, Peterhouse, Corpus Christi, Emmanuel, and Jesus
Colleges. In the cases of Caius and Corpus Christi the Bamack stone was reused
from Ramsey abbey in the 16th century, and itemized in the building accounlS.
Caius spent over £250 on 'culling' and transporting stone from Ramsey, over
twice the amount that they spent on new stone from Weldon. The Barnack used at
Corpus Christi came from Thomey abbey as a gift of 146 tons from the Earl of
Bedford. Emmanuel also had access to Bamack stone, but not from an abbey site.
The college was given permission to take stone from Cambridge castle site in 1588
and the Bursar's account for that year includes payment to carters for moving it
and, as noted above, Cambridge castle had been built from Bamack stone bought
in the late 13th century. Neither Jesus or Peterhouse have records of acquiring
Barnack stone from redundant sites but ilS presence at both places means that they
had access to it. Additionally King's and Trinity colleges bought stone from
Ramsey in the I 560s, for use on their chapel and hall respectively. Trinity bought
the stone from a dealer, theJunior Bursar's account for 1560-61 refers to payment
to 'William Aungier for a bargaine of Ramsaye stone to the nomhre ofiijti lodes at
iiijs iiijd ye lode xiijLi', whereas King's had bought a standing building at Ramsey
which they had demolished. The Mundum book for 1560-61 records 'sol ... pro
destructione totius convemi de la freestone empt' apud Ramsey liijs iiijd'. In the
next year, 1562-63, Trinity bought stone to the value of £5 3$. loJ. from Aungier
and this is described as 'three greate bUtlrises in the Este ende of the chauncell at
Ramsei and of the northe side' which the college had to pay to have demolished.
Barnwell priory and the Greyfriars in Cambridge were also quarried for building
stone. Barnack has been recognized in both the Romanesque and Gothic parts of
the church at Ely, with documentation of its use for the new work supporting the
octagon built after I 322.3!i The quarry site was abandoned in the 15th century,
apparently exhausted, although subsequent borings have found stone of good
quality.36 The Bamack quarries were producing stone again in the early 19th
century, although it was used for road stone not building.
WELDON Q.UARRIES.

The Weldon quarries are in Northamptonshire, beside the Stamford-Kettering road, and are firsl recorded in use in lhe mid 13lh century when stone was
obtained from Weldon for the nearby castle at Rockingham. It has been suggested
that Weldon stone was used for the Eleanor Cross at Geddington,31 Large
quantities of Weldon stone were used in the building of the Cambridge colleges in
the late 15th and 16th centuries, in particular for King's College chapel. The
Weldon stone was used for both walling stone, together wilh Slone from Clipsham,
in the period 1508/9 to 1511 and for the high vault whichJohn Wastell contracted
to build in 1512. A further contract for work on the chapel in 1513 also specifies
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the use of Weldon stone for the 'chapelles' between the bunresses. Weldon on its
own was used to build the Provost's lodge at King's in 1536. It was used with
King's Cliffe stone for Trinity College's new chapel in 1560, for Gonville and Caius
1564-73 and for Corpus Christi College chapel doorway 1583-84' Christopher
Hatton gave large amouncs of Weldon for the building works of 1637-38 at Jesus
College. The stone had also been used there during the 1490s.
The Weldon stone is a coarse grained oolite of a yellowish colour inclining to
red, with the best rag even in texture and comparatively soft when first cut. It
hardens rapidly on exposure to air and is then a very durable stone. Its resistance
to frost is due to its open texture on a microscopic level which allows water to drain
through. Further quarries at the neighbouring parish of Stanion seem to have
produced a different stone, identified at the churches of Gcddington, Deene, and
Weldon itself. 38 Quarries at King's Cliffe also produced a similar stone to Weldon
that was used with it at Cambridge in the late 15th century. Stone from King's
Cliffe itself was used at King's College chapel from 1460. It was used at Trinity
College for the new tower gateway built in 1518-19, when 15 tons were bought
from a quarryman there and again in 1605 when the kitchen was built. 'Cliffe'
stone was specified in a building contract of 1598 for the works at Stjohn's College.
The Weldon quarries concinued in use throughout the post·medieval period,
supplying the building stone for Kirby Hall in the 1570S and for Sir Thomas
Tresham's buildings at Rushton in the I 580s and I 590s. Documentary evidence
from the 17th century reveals that the stone was particularly sought for the
construction of house chimneys as well as for walling stone for houses. The
subsequent period seems to have been one of neglect with little evidence of stone
extraction and the revival of large~scale quarry workings only began when the
railway line from Kettering to Manton was opened in 1880. Weldon was in
demand for buildings such as the University Library Cambridge, 1888-1934, the
new buildings at Merton College Oxford in 1904-05 and for restoration to a
number of medieval buildings such as the Chapter House of Lincoln cathedral and
the crossing tower at Rochester. Stone extraction has concinued into the second
half of the 20th century with some of the old workings re~exposed.
The earliest documenced quarry sites at Weldon are those mapped in 1585.
The sites lay in Mill Field SW. of the village, in three separate groups of pits. They
were clearly worked as shallow pits with the spoil cast up in mounds and remained
visible until destroyed by extraction of the ironstone at the extension of the
Longhills quarry (SP 925892). A second series of 'hills and hollows' at SP 926893
and at SP 930893 may well be early extraction sites on the south-east side of the
village. 39
LESSER QUARRY SITES

The quarries at Kelton are now better known for cement production than
stone, but a high quality freestone has been produced there since Roman times. In
use in the medieval period, with a charter granted by Edward I for stone working,
the Keuon quarries only seem (0 have been a major supplier of stone in the 16th
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century. -to Ketton was one of the stones used in the construction and repair of the
Cambridge colleges. It was first used in the 17th century, at Clare Hall in the
,630s-40s where it was used with Weldon, and on its own for two buildings by
Wren from the second half of the century. These are the chapel of Emmanuel
College of 1667-68, where its usc was specified in the building contract with two
masons, one of whom, icholas AsWy, was from Ketton, and the library at Trinity
College of 1675-76. It was used in far greater quantities in the 18th century both
as a facing stone, for Trinity HajJ in 1727 and for Christ's in 1738, and as a building
stone. James Essex used Kenon for his rebuilding of the hall of Trinity Hall in
1742-43 as well as for paving Emmanuel College haJl in 1760. In the early 19th
century it was again used as a facing stone, for William Wilkin's ew Coun for
Trinity College of 1823-24. It was also specified by Essex for repaving the choir at
Ely in 1757. 4 •
Kenan stone is very even textured with only occasional small fragments of
shell amongst the oolite. It is an excellent stone for carving and varies in colour
from pale cream to brownish yellow or a pinkish colour that weathers to cream.
Quarries at Castenon and Stamford produced a similar stone to Kenan that was
used in the 15th-century buildings of Stamford, although a coarse shelly ragstone
resembling Barnack was also quarried at Stamford. Major quarrying at Great
Casterton was started in 1834 at TF 013082. Subsequent quarries have been
opened at Edith Weston, Wing, Lyndon, and Uppingham for small scale operations
that have produced a similar stone to Keuon. 4z
Stone quarrying was carried out in the town of Stamford during the medieval
period. The town lies on an outcrop of the Lincolnshire Limestone and this was
exploited from at least the 12th century for work on the castle. The area ofScotgate
contained Stone pits that had fallen out of use by the 17th century. 19th-century
quarrying was carried out on the l\1VV. side of the town, near Great Casterton.
Stamford marble was also won here. Stone pits were opened in the surrounding
fields and this method of quarrying stone has been documented in the late 13th
century as well as in the 18th. A quarry site at TF 03606g that was opened before
1796 was worked as a pit that was later found to be 10 m deep. This site, SE. of
Stamford, is close to Burghley Park and presumably produced the same Barnacktype limestone. Outside the town, the Earls of Exeter owned quarries at Wothorpe,
worked in the 18th century. This site lies S. of Stamford, next to Burghley and may
again be related to the Barnack stone.
ALWALTON MARBLE QUARRY

There are a number of fossil limestones that will take a high polish, of which
Purbeck is the best known. These limestones are close-grained and deeply coloured
and will polish readily in the presence of a light cutting compound used with an
abrasive. One method for polishing marble columns, using vinegar as the cutting
medium is mentioned in the Metrical Life ofSt Hugh, wrillen in the 1220S. 43
Slone of a harder material than the marble was used as an abrasive as the
Westminster Abbey accounts show. In 1253 six shillings was paid for two stones 'ad
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mannor polisandum', the large sum suggesting that these were a special type of
stone. Where marble was used on a large scale, for buildings such as Salisbury or
Lincoln, bringing all the shafts, capitals and bases to a high finish would have been
a considerable job and at Westminster Abbey, polishers, distinct from marblers.
are specified in the wages lists in the 12505.+4
When polished, Purbeck marble varies in colour from the familiar black.
which can itself range from a dark grey through shades of yellowish green and
blue, to red and brown.4~ The marble from Purbeck was transported over large
distances to sites in England and Wales in the 13th and 14th centuries whereas the
other limestone marbles are mostly found close to their quarry areas, such as the
Forest marble used in Oxfordshire and southern England, and Frosterly which was
used in the north-east. 46
The A1walton quarries supplied buildings in East Anglia and the East
Midlands and its use has not been reported from further W. than Bedford. h can
be distinguished from the other marbles by its constitution. Purbeck marble can be
recognized by the incorporation of freshwater snail shells, of winkle-like shape,
whereas A1walton marble is made up of poorly sorted oyster shells set in a
microcrystalline calcite matrix. From the examples seen it does not have the variety
of colours found in Purbeck but is mostly a brownish-grey. It was formed by
compaction and recrystalization of oyster beds in the Great Oolite Limestone
overlying the variegated clays and thin limestones of the Upper Estuarine
Series. 47
The village of A1wahon lies on the outskirts of Peterborough and the quarry
site has been identified on the Alwalton Lynch escarpment on the banks ohhe river
Nene. Quarrying was carried out in a series of excavations and the river was used
to transport the stone. 48 Several large blocks of roughly squared stone were still
visible at the water's edge in 1986 at TF 1 36g64 although the extraction sites were
not obvious. In the 19th cemury the stone beds were visible on the road from the
village down to the riverside and in the railway CUlling further nonb. Although the
quarry was described as no longer working by 1875, further extraction seems to
have been possible umilthe 19205.49
Alwahon marble has been found at Peterborough cathedral where it was used
for the detached shafts of the W. ponals and for the bowl ohhe fom as well as for a
series of effigies of Peterborough's abbots that were recovered from the Chapter
House site. The manor of Alwalton had been in the possession of Peterborough
since the Saxon period and it is therefore to be expected that Peterborough would
be a major user of the marble.~o There is, however, little building work sUlviving at
Peterborough from the period whcn dark marble was in demand as a building
material, that is the Early Gothic period, with the exception of the unfinished W.
block and some claustral buildings.~l On the W. block Alwalton marble can be
found on a higher level as well as in the porch, used for the detached shafts on the
N. aisle tower. In common with the other limestone marbles Alwalton is not an
ideal exterior stone, crumbling away faster than other limestones. Once the stone
has lost its original surface it can be hard to distinguish it from other limestones
except by the advanced state of its weathering.
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The five Alwalton effigies of the abbots are thought to be provincial work and
vary in the skill of their cxecution. There is also a fragment of a monumental effigy
that is now in Great Staughton church in Huntingdonshire that has been identified
as Alwalton. It had been recorded in the wall ofGaynes Hall in the village in 1926
and its original site is unknown.~2 These are the only known effigies in this material,
although other dark marble figure sculpture may prove to be of AJwalton marble,
and it seems likely that they were made in the Peterborough region.~3 Additionally
a further A1walton slab has been recognized at Crowland. It is a coffin lid with a
long stemmed cross in relief on its tOp. The slab is on uniform thickness and tapers
in width towards the foot. It has been placed on top of a freestone table tomb that
is has no connection with and overhangs it on all three visible sides. The parish
church at Crowland has been created out of the north aisle of the abbey church
and this slab may well have come from that site, although nothing is known of its
history. It probably dates from the 13th century, on the evidence of the style ofthe
cross, but there is no inscription or other means ofidentification.)4
Alwalton marble has also been identified in an architectural context at three
other sites in eastern England. At Bury St Edmunds 1\\'0 bases for small detached
shafts have been recognized, presumably part of the shipment exempted from tolls
in the second decade of the 13th century. The Galilee porch at Ely also had
A1walton bases recorded from its W. front. 55 Additionally there are twO A1walton
shafts amongst the dark marble in the arcade within the porch and it is possible
that other exterior marble bases, now too weathered to be identified, may be
AJwalton. The marble was also used on the interior of the building in Bishop
Northwold's presbytery. The majority of the marble used for the main piers, which
have cores of coursed marble with a ring of detached shafts, and for the shafting of
the upper level arcades of the choir is Purbeck. The marble effigies, including that
of orthwold, are also Purbeck. However there are sections of AlwaIton used
within Purbeck piers and tombs. Piers 4 and 5 from the E. on the N. side have
single courses of Alwalton between the Purbeck for the pier cores and pier 1 from
the E. on the S. side has an Alwalton base that has been repaired with Purbeck.
The tomb canopy associated with either Bishop Hotham's tomb or the shrine of
Etheldreda on the choir N. side has three of its marble capitals carvcd from
Alwalton with the rest of the monument in freestone and Purbeck.
The combination of Alwalton and Purbeck within architectural elements in
this way suggests that the Alwalton at least was being delivered to site in an
unworked, block form. The inclusion of only three carvcd Alwalton capitals on the
Hotham canopy and only one large pier base in the choir arcade argues against
these being prefabricated. It seems much marc likely that blocks of Alwalton
marble were available in the workshop and that these were used when there were
problems with the Purbeck.
As Purcell has noted, the main building to usc Alwalton marble is Lincoln
cathedral, in thc period of Bishop Hugh (1186-1200). What has not been realized
is how precisely its use was associated with the first Gothic building campaign, that
is the E. end work as far as the main transepts. Both Purbeck and Alwalton were
used at ground level for the detached shafts of the double wall arcading, and
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even used together on one pier in the case of the 'Trondheim' pier in the SE.
transept. Purbeck predominates above ground level with only one or two minor
abaci made of Alwalton.~6 Most significantly, in the main transept, the Alwalton is
only found in the double arcading of the bay next to the tower on each side. This is
the point at which the double arcading changes to a hybrid, single, form and it is
assumed that the first master was replaced by the second. It strongly suggests that
the first master had personal control of the stock of Alwalton and was responsible
for bringing it to Lincoln. Mter his departure its use ceases, with the exception of
one or two shafts to be seen in the nave and Angel Choir that must have remained
in the stone store. There is also a further use of Alwalton at Lincoln, where it has
been used in block form. The base course of the Chapter House, probably in
building from before 1220,57 consists of slabs of Alwalton marble that extend
around the whole Chapter House but not its vestibule. The attached buttresses also
have this base course although the projecting corners, which are more vulnerable
to damage have been repaired with Purbeck. This is the only use of Alwalton in
this form that has been encountered.~8
At 5t Kyneburga's church, Castor, the shafts of the 13th-century double
piscina are made of Alwalton marble. The village lies along the river Nene between
Alwalton and Peterborough and was the site of a wharf for stone loading in the
13th century. Castor was also a Roman site and Alwalton marble has been reported
from there, used in the dwellings.~9 Further use of Alwalton marble has been noted
at Ramsey Abbey (Hunts.) for the plain hexagonal bowl of the font, and at Anglesey
Abbey (Cambs.) where the octagonal shafts of the piers of the monks' parlour, that
date from the mid 13th century, are of Alwalton marble. GO
A later use of Alwalton marble is at Southwell Minster on the doorway from
the N. choir aisle to the Chapter House vestibule. The moulded jambs with
attached shafts and the central trumeau with its closing·beam slot carved in the
form of a long.tailed dragon in high relief are both made of Alwalton marble. The
doorway belongs to the Chapter House and vestibule building campaign and
therefore dates from the end of the 13th century. This is the latest known
architectural use ofthe marble.
Two other possible Alwalton pieces have been recovered archaeologically. A
Romanesque corbel head from c. I 120 that was found in a re-used context in 5t
Mary's church Bedford has the characteristic shelly appearance of Alwalton and
may represent an early use of the marble.
The second piece had been re-used as hardcore beneath a bridge pier at
King's Ripton in Cambridgeshire. The bridge was built in the 16th century and
the fragment was undateable. 61
Purcell's original paper on Alwalton marble suggested, on the basis of the
marble's use at Ely, Bury 5t Edmunds, Lincoln, and Peterborough, that the quarry
was only in use between c. I 180 and 1230. The examples described above
demonstrate that its period of working was more likely to have extended into the
later medieval period. Detailed examination of all the black marble used for tombs
and in parish churches in the eastern area, beyond the scope of this study, is
required to extend further the period, and area, of its use. In particular the
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exploitation of Alwahon marble as a matrix for monumental brasses requires
assessment.

THE NQTIINGHAMSHIRE QUARRIES

Nottingham lies at the extreme end of the Permian band of Lower Magnesian
limestone that extends southwards from Darlington and outcrops between Leeds
and Worksop. The Upper Magnesian limestone is also present and begins to die
out between Worksop and Mansfield. Bunter sandstones occur in this region in the
form of the Lower Mottled sandstone as well as the coarser Pebble Beds. The stone
is fine~grained and soft, often red in colour. 62
The sites of the medieval quarries in the coumy are not precisely known but a
certain amoum about the earlier extraction of stone can be inferred by reference
to later, documented, sites. In the case of Linby the one viable quarry in the early
1990S, known as 'Yellowstone' quarry, is the only surviving part of an extensive
system of quarries that followed the limestone N. from the village. In the 19th
century there were seven quarries and at least one limekiln in Linby (aS Old
Series, 71 1892). The proximity of the quarries to Newstead priory and the
similarity of the stone type currently being extracted to the medieval stone of the
priory would support the case for the 19th~century quarries being in the same
immediate area as the medieval quarries. Placename evidence is also informative
about quarry sites, although mostly about the post~medieval period.
Two major projects of the mid 13th century that had access to royal quarries
in Nottinghamshire are Lenton priory and Nottingham castle. The prior of Lenton
was given permission to extract stone on six separate occasions, but the location of
the quarry sites is not given precisely in the documentation. In each case it is
described as either the quarry in Sherwood forest or the quarry beneath the royal
wood in Nottingham. At this date, the mid 13th century, the forest of Sherwood
extended as far S. as the city of Nottingham itself and so the quarries may have
been quite close to the priory site. 63 Stone of the type extracted in the suburb of
Bulwell has been identified in the remains of LenlOn priory, dating from either the
12th or 13th century, and this would place the quarry site in the northern part of
the city.
The Close Rolls record that Nottingham castle also used SlOne from the royal
quarry outside Nottingham in 1250, again from an unspecified site. The building
accounts of the castle provide more information about the stone sources, and
excavation and recording of the castle have confirmed their use. 64 In 1321-22
stone was brought from Basford and Stanton and from the quarry at 'Odelinge'.6!>
Other accounts specify the intended use of the stone; Mansfield stone was to be
used for corbels for the 'Morres chamber' in the upper bailey in '357, a
mamelstone for the 'Damoisel chamber' came from the Basford quarry and stone
from Basford and 'Sedling' was employed in building Romylowc's tower in 1366.
The summarized accounts from the period 1476-80 mention stone from Wollaton,
Basford, Trowell, SwarkeslOne, and 'Hasilbarow'.66
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The archaeological examination of the castle reported the use of Magnesian
limestone as coursed rubble in the NE. tower (from early in the reign of Henry III)
and a fine grey Magnesian limestone in ashlar blocks for the late 15th-century
Richard's tower. Further use of Magnesian limestone was found in other areas of
the site, a cess pit on the eastern side of the green, the middle bailey curtain wall
from the late 12th century, and the middle bailey bridge where it was used with a
coal measure sandstone. 67
The stone sources cited for Nottingham castle lie within the area N. of the city
that was still active as a quarrying region in the 20th century, with Mansfield the
most northerly site. The largest area of quarries in the 19th century was in Bulwell,
with extraction sites spread over a wide area benveen the NVV. suburbs and
Hucknall. 68 The stone produced was a sandy limestone of a pinkish-yellow colour
that can be seen in large quantities in the northern suburbs of Nottingham, used
particularly for garden walling in the 19th and 20th centuries. Bulwelllime was
much in demand in the 19th century for mortar and the trade directories list nine
limekiln operators in the area in ,86'h at the time that the Bulwell lime was
described as being the finest available in the county. Bulwell adjoins the parish of
Basford to the N. and it seems likely that the Basford quarries cited in the
Nottingham castle accounts would have produced a similar stone to the later
Bulwell ones. The absence of any reference to quarrying in Basford in the 19th
century suggests that the pits were exhausted by that date and that the stone beds
had been pursued into the neighbouring parish.
The suburbs of Broxtowe and Bilborough, SW. of Basford and Bulwell, were
both producing stone in the 16th century. Stone from Broxtowe was used for the
Nottingham bridge in 1503 and Bilborough had a site listed as 'Ie Stonepitte' in the
1572 Court Rolls.69 Neither was still active in the 19th century. The fieldname
'Stonepit Plantation' on the current streetmap ofStrelley suggests a quarry site and
the pits that provided stone for the parish church have been identified at SK
505423.70 All three of these suburbs are within the area of the Lower Magnesian
limestone. The stone brought from the adjacent village of Trowell for use on the
castle was also presumably of the same type. Limestone was no longer extracted
for building in the 19th century but there were still lime-kilns in the village (OS
Old Series, 7 I, 1867). The area of the stone extracted from Wollaton for the castle
is commemorated by the 'Quarry Plantation' between the Trowell road and the
railway line that is marked on the OS Old Series 7 I, 1892 and has since been built
over. There was a limekiln in the vicinity at the same time.
The area around Mansfield has been quarried since the medieval period with
both limestone and sandstone available in the vicinity. The earliest recorded
quarry is that of Mansfield itself which was refered to as 'Ie Quarels' in 13 I 5. 11
Southwell Minster was getting stone from Mansfield in 1337, as the licence to cart
stone (oll·free testifies. 7'1 As noted above, Nottingham castle used stone from
Mansfield in the 14th and 15th centuries. Mansfield lies within the area laid down
in the Permian period where the sandstones of the Marl overlie beds of the
Magnesian limestones and both types of stone have been exploited in the recent
past. 73 The sandstone seems to have been the main stone exploited in the medieval
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period, used for example in Southwell's Chapter House. 74 The quarry leased for
four years at Mansfield for repairs to the Minster in 1663 must also have been one
of the sandstone quarries. 7:' Quarries in Mansfield also produced roofing slates,
used both at Southwell in the 15th century (see above), and for the king's hunting
lodge at ClipslOne in the I4th.76
There is placename evidence for quarrying on the E. side of Nottingham
during the 17th century, at Arnold and Lambley where the name 'Quarry Wong'
appears at both places in a document of 1609, that at Lambley is also marked on
the OS Old Series 71, 1892 map. Gedling was also a quarry site in the medieval
period, supplying stone for St Peter's church, Nottingham at the end of the 15th
century and for repairs to the castle in the mid 14th century.77 The location of the
pits is unknown, there are no obvious sites in the village or fieldnames that would
indicate where the extraction took place. However, the neighbouring district of
Carlton used to be in Gedling parish and placename evidence establishes that
quarrying had taken place there by the late 18th century.
The area N. of Mansfield was also a stone producing area, with fieldnames
suggesting quarry sites and lime-kilns at Hodsock and Bilsthorpe by the 19th
century and earlier workings at Everton, and Warsop, the latter supplying lime for
restoration work at Southwell Minster in the I 660s. 7S

TRANSPORT OF STONE FROM THE EAST MIDLANDS QUARRIES
There is documentary evidence that transport of stone from the Lincolnshire
Limestone quarries was by both land and watercourse. The latter method is the
most efficient and was the least expensive but there is evidence that overland
transport of stone was undertaken and that for major projects this was not a
deterrent. River transport was clearly regarded as the main means by which
building materials were delivered to site in the region. 79 In 1192 an agreement was
drawn up between the abbots of Ramsey and Sawtry in Cambridgeshire by which
the monks of Sawtry were to close up all the channels they had made in the marsh
of Whittlesey with the exception of the 'great channel which runs from Whittlesey
Mere to Sawtry ... for by it the monks of Sawtry bring stones and such necessaries
for the building of their monastery'. so A stone barge has been found at Whittlesey,
its cargo was still visible at Engine House farm in 1967, that may have been
intended for the abbey.S]
WATER TRANSPORT

The major watenvays serving the quarry sites in the region in the medieval
period were the Trent and the Witham that connected the cities of Lincoln and
Nottingham with the North Sea at Boston, with the Humber in the north and with
the midland watenvays system. The Witham had been joined to the Trent by the
Foss Dyke canal dug by the Romans and this essential watercourse was kept open
during the medieval period, recut in the early I '2th century, and in regular use in
the 14th century. An inland port serving Lincoln had grown up by the AngloSaxon period at Torksey where goods were transferred from the Trent on to
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smaller vessels for passage along the Foss Dyke. A commission in 1365 described
merchants' vessels using the Foss Dyke to travel from York, Hull, and Nottingham
to Lincoln, although the commission was set up to investigate claims that the
channel was obstructed. 83
BUILDING STONE

River Witham

The river Witham rises near Grantham and flows north via Claypole to
Lincoln where it passes through the Lincoln Gap before running SE. towards
Boston. The river describes a long loop and although nearly I 12 km in length
outflows less than 48 Ian from its source. Its original course was different, flowing
from Dogdyke to the North Sea at Wainfleet but this course had been lost by the
12th century and Boston had become its outfal1. 84 The Witham suffered from
obstructions in the 14th century which were ordered to be cleared from the west,
Claypole, section on three occasions, in 1363, 1375, and 1382.8~ The later
commissions give the required dimensions of the river, it was to be between 9- 12
m wide and 3 m deep. The river Brant, which flows parallel to the Witham before
joining it near Lincoln, was also to be cleared to the same dimensions. Both rivers
would thus have been capable of handling the transport of stone from the Ancaster
quarries. The commissions dealt with the rivers as far S. as Claypole which lies
about 19 Ian from the Ancaster quarries, although the Witham itself continues S.
and E. to pass within 7-8 km of the quarries. Road transport for at least part of the
journey would have been necessary. Transport of stone by river from these quarries
is documented for the later period but travelling E. rather than W.

Kyme Ferry
The Kyme Eau, which was the eastward continuation of the Old River Slea,
was navigable in the medieval period and was used to transport stone from the
Ancaster quarries to the eastern, Boston, section of the Witham. The Kyrne Eau
and Old Slea river would have been an important waterway if they had been
navigable for their whole length since they run between the two sides of the
Witham and pass through the Ancaster gap in the Lincolnshire Limestone. The
watercourse was clearly not navigable in 1479 when Ancaster stone for Tauershall
church had to be brought overland from the quarries to a loading point called
Appletreeness on the Kyme Eau beyond the Old Slea for river transport to
Dogdyke near Tanershall. 66 Appletreeness was also used for loading the stone from
Wilsford and Heselburgh for Louth spire in the early 16th century.87It was clearly
a main loading wharf for river transport, serving more than just the Ancaster
quarries. Plaster of Paris was transported overland for more than 40 km from
Londonthorpe near Grantham to Appletreeness for river transport to Tattershall
castle in 1438-39.88 Appletreeness has disappeared from the current OS 1:50 000
map no. 130 but was marked on the Old Series map 70 (19th-century first edition
of the One Inch maps) at a site equivalent to TF 136495. Haverholme Priory held
lands at Ewerby and 'Ousthorpe' and was thus responsible for maintaining the S.
side of the watercourse from Appletreeness to Kyme since at least 1316 when the
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Prior was accused of failing to keep it clear,89 although the wharf itself was not
listed amongst the possessions of the Priory at the Dissolution. There was also a
wharf at Kyme that was listed in a perambulation of 124190 and tolls were charged
for stone barges coming from Appletreeness in the mid 15th century with Ancaster
stone for Tattcrshall castle. 91 Ancaster stone continued to be transported by this
route until the 19th century. In 1834, for example, 13 blocks of Ancaster stone
were loaded onto Captain Winter's boat at Sleaford Wharf for delivery to the
cathedral at Lincoln. 92
Dogdyke is a small settlement at the confluence ofthe rivers Witham and Bain
and is now slightly upstream of the junction between the Witham and the Kyme
Eau. It was used as a wharf for the unloading of stone barges for Louth spire from
1500-15 and seems to have had storage areas as well. The nearby villages of
Tattershall, Tumby and Coningsby also provided temporary storage space for the
stone before its transport to Louth and men from Coningsby acted as carters for
the work. 93

River Weiiand
The Clipsham and Hol)'\vell quarries lie too far S. to use the Witham for
transport and the Glen, which flows into the Weiland has been cited as the
watercourse used. 94 The Weiland was certainly an important route for the transport
of stone, a boat loaded with stone was discovered in the river in 1840 that was
claimed as a medieval barge,95 and Clifton~Taylorand Ireson quote the mid 191hcentury figures for the value of stone moved on the river, but the use of the river
Glen is less certain. The river runs S. through the quarry fields of S. Lincolnshire,
passing within a few kilometres of a number of important sites such as Burton
Coggles and Careby. It was clearly not navigable in these upper reaches as the
14th~century state papers show. Stone for the royal works at Windsor in the 1360s
was taken from Holywell and Careby to 'Catebrigg' before being dispatched to
Windsor. A different pair of commissioners were then responsible for taking the
stone to Windsor. 'Catebrigg' is the place now called Kate's Bridge at TF 106149,
c. 8 km S. of Bourne where the road to Peterborough crosses the river Glen. 96 The
river was clearly only usable from that point onwards. Clipsham stone was used at
Lincoln cathedral in the 19th century for restoration work but by that period was
transported by railway.97

River Nene
The river Nene was used to transport stone from the Northamptonshire
quarries. Stone intended for Bury St Edmunds abbey was moved by road from
Barnack to the river at Castor where a rood of land had been granted to provide
access to the waterside. The gram was confirmed in 1222-26 by Abbot Alexander
of Peterborough and recorded in the lost Precentor's Register. 98 The abbey was
also given the right to transport marble and other stone from Alwalton to
Peterborough along the Nene in return for an annual rent of 6s. Two standing
stones on the river bank at TL 139984 mark the wharf site. These stones are now
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known as 'Robin Hood and Littlejohn' but are named in earlier documents as 'St
Edmund's stones'. The wharf was known as Gunwade Ferry from at least the 14th
century and is associated with Ferry House at Milton, a hamlet of Castor.99 The
manor of Milton was the subject of a land grant in 1502 and the wharfage at
Gunwade on the river Nene was specified as part of the grant. 100
Gunwade wharf was also used for loading stone from the quarries at King's
Cliffe in the 1580s. Transport of stone from King's Cliffe that was to be used to
build the porch of Corpus Christi College chapel in 1583-84 is itemized in the
building accounts for lhe chapel. 101 Seven tons of freestone was transported
overland from the quarry by carts to 'Gunworth' where it was stored, and wharfage
charges paid, until it could be moved by water to Cambridge. The wharf is also
called 'Cunwell in Northamptonshire' and this can be identified as Gunwade ferry.
The journey from the quarry site to the river is over 16 km and the cost of moving
it by cart amounted to 75% of the purchase price, exactly the same as the price per
ton for shipping it to Cambridge by water from the wharr. The college additionally
sent a mason to supervise the movement of the stone as well as to select it at the
quarry, which took him a total of eight working days. Stone from the quarries at
Weldon was also transported via Gunwade ferry in the 16th century for use on
Trinity College's new chapel. The Nene provided a better route between the
quarry at Barnack and sites in East Anglia than the River Weiland did, being closer
to Bamack and providing direct access to the Great Ouse. 102

Car Dyke
The Roman Car Dyke, a water course stretching 122 km, was not intended
for use as a canal by its original builders but there is evidence that it was used, in
part at least, for transport in the medieval period. The Car Dyke was not
continuous but was interrupted by the Roman roads that crossed it. It seems to
have been intended as a drainage channel and confusion as to its use probably
stems from the fact that sections of it were based on natural watercourses. lOS The
lower sections of the Car Dyke in Cambridgeshire, which seem to be earlier in date
(dated from pottery to A.D. 50-60 with the Lincolnshire section from A.D. 125),
were perhaps intended to be used as a canal. The depth and width of the water
course was comparable to that of 18th-century canals (7.5-9 m wide at base and
12- 15 m wide at top with a depth of about T.5 m, the Car Dyke was measured in
the Igth century at 9 m wide at base, T5 m wide at top and 2.5 m deep) and it has
been suggested that the road ways that cross the lower sections belong to the later
Roman period when it had passed out of use. llM Medieval use of part of the
Lincolnshire section for transport is attested by the discovery of a Slone barge
carrying Barnack stone in the bed of the Car Dyke at Morton by Bourne.lO~
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Direct evidence is lacking for the majority of sites using the stOne from the
East Midlands quarries that would have detailed the actual breakdown ofrranspon
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into land and river passage but a certain amount can be inferred. One instance,
cited above, that details the supply of stone from the Lincolnshire quarries for
Windsor castle in the 13605, reveals that both road and river transport were
involved. Stone was moved from the quarries at Holywell and Careby, in the
Clipsham group, by road to the loading point on the river Glen at Kate's Bridge,
south ofBoume on the Peterborough road. The team of commissioners responsible
changed at this point which suggests that the fonn of transportation also changed,
from carts to boats. As noted above, the river Glen passes within a few kilometres
of the Careby quarries but it was not navigable in its upper reaches. The road
distance involved is about 15 km.
In the case of the Louth spire, the churchwardens' accounts describe the
joumey in detail. The accounts refer to river transport being used solely for the trip
from Appletreeness to Dogdyke, where the Kyme Eau meets the Witham. The first
part ofthejoumey, from the quarry at Wilsford was overland by cart. The accounts
refer again to overland transport from 'gonysby' (Coningsby), a village near the
wharf at Dogdyke, to Louth at a cost of 'lod. a load in 1500. This was the same as
the cost of transport by land and water from the quarry to Dogdyke. The costs can
be broken down further and, as is customary, transport by water is the cheapest.
The stone cost 12d. a load from the quarry to Appletreeness and 8d. a load from
there to Dogdyke by the Kyme Eau. The distances are Wilsford to Appletreeness
about 24 km, Appletreeness to Dogdyke about 19 km and from there to Louth
about 56 km. The river Bain joins the Witham at Dogdyke but there is no reference
in the accounts for its use, although it would have taken the materials as far as
Homcastle, nearly half the remaining distance to Louth. 106 The route from
Wilsford to the river is straightforward with no major variations in level but the
route . would almost certainly have involved crossing the Lincolnshire Wolds.
The route can be estimated from payments in the accounts. The town of Homcastle
was used as a stopping place with payments for food for men and horses included
in the transport costs of 1502/3' From there the Lincolnshire Wolds intervene and
must have presented a considerable obstacle for the stone carts. In 1502/3 one
load was brought via Belchford and this added 17d. to the cost of the load. The
village lies on a direct line between Coningsby and Louth but is in the centre of the
Wolds and was clearly not the route usually followed. 107
The payments to carters are summarized in the accounts for most years so it
is not possible to determine whether stone transport continued across the winter,
but in two entries, for 1503/4 and 1504/5, the months are given. In both cases the
season started in May and ran until August although there were payments for three
loads moved in the winter of 1503/4 (month unspecified) and in 1504/5 stone
transport to Louth continued until November. In most years a total of about 50
loads was moved. One entry, for 1505/6, refers to the cost of moving a load
weighing one ton and since this is the same figure as that for one load in all the
other entries up to that date it seems reasonable to assume that one load equalled
one ton.
Similar problems must have confronted the earlier builders of Louth Park
abbey who had also used stone from the Lincolnshire Limestone quarries. The
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documentation does not survive from the period of the abbey's construction
(12th-13th centuries) to describe the means of transporting the stone. Louth Park's
community was originally granted a site at Haverholme, whose subsequent
inhabitants were later involved with the wharf used by the Ancaster quarries, and
they remained there for tvvo years before moving N. It is possible that quarrying
rights were included in the abbey's original endowments and this would explain
their use of stone from a distant source. A short length of canal called 'Monk's
Dyke' was dug by the monks of Louth Park to bring materials to their site at
Keddington outside Louth by water.
Building accounts from other regions reveal that road transport of stone was
carried out when a particular demand required it. At Vale Royal abbey in
Cheshire, founded by Edward I in 1278 in a remote setting in the Delamere forest,
the building accounts of the first three years of the building work describe
transport of stone for the site exclusively by road. Teams of carters brought the
stone the distance of 8 Ian from the quarry site at Eddisbury, and despite the
obvious difficulties, continued working throughout the winters of the first three
years. Water transport was not available and the distances involved were not
great. 108 Professor Pounds has analysed the materials used for the rebuilding of
the parish church at Bodmin in Cornwall in the second half of the 15th century
and for the work at Exeter in the late 13th and 14th centuries. Bodmin lies inland
with a plentiful supply of granite in the nearby moor but the church builders chose
instead to use a building stone from quarries at Pentewan on the S. coast and
transport it the 16 km overland from the wharf at St Winnow. The difficulties of
the project were increased by the height that Bodmin lies above the river, 122 m.
At Exeter cathedral the building accounts of the period 1279-1353 reveal that the
largest amount of building stone was brought to Exeter by sea from quarries on
the coast of Somerset, Devon, and Dorset and only small amounts moved on carts
from inland quarries at Ham Hill and Silverton. Stone from Salcombe in
particular was moved by sea to the mouth of the river Exe and thence upstream to
the cathedral wharf, although the quarry lay less than 10 Ian from Exeter by
land. l09 Clearly road transport was not a preferred option when any distance was
involved.
An integrated road system of well maintained roads would have been
necessary to permit the transport of heavy building materials by carts. The 14thcentury Gough map shows such a system of roads connecting towns within the
Lincolnshire Limestone area to places in East Anglia and the SE., with Grantham
and Stamford sited on the Great North Road. llo Communication along lesser
roads, not shown on the Gough map, seems to have improved during the 13th
century with the appearance of graveslabs from the Barnack school in villages in
upland Cambridgeshire not accessible by water. Their absence in the earlier period
has been attributed to transportation problems. III As Hindle as pointed out,112
Lincolnshire was unusually well served by waterways in the Middle Ages and road
transport may not have played an important part in the movement of building
materials within the region. Once outside it though roads will have doubtless been
used. 113
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF QUARRY SITES AND PERIODS OF USE
llNCOLNSHIRE LIMESTONE QUARRIES
li"co!" Group
Dean & Chaptu
Quarry
Castle Ditch
Newport
Canwick
Bracebridge
Branslon
Waddington
Blankney
Potlerhanworth
Washingborough

Med. and
1872> >
12;31> >
Mld- t 3IhC > >
12thC
Post-Med. > >
Post-Mcd. > >
Post-Med. > >
,6thC> >
16thC> >
16thC> >

AT/caster Group
Ancaster
Wilsford
Heydour

Roman> >
12thC»
14thC > >
141hC > >
Heselbur~h
IglhC
S. Rauee ~
Wilsford \ arrcn IgthC
Carlton Seroop
hC
Dembleby
1\ cd. & IglhC

N. Lincoln

&ma<:k
Hills and Holes

OPt cathedral

Waleot

N. incoln

Weldo"
Weldon
Stanion
King's Cliffe

12thC> >
14thC > >
'5 thC > >
14thC> >2othC
17thC > >
11th, '.lathC
?Med. & '.lothC
'.lathC

11'hC> >
cd.
151hC > >

~

SP9258g'.l

KettoT/
Kelton

Wilsford parish
Wilsford parish
Heydour parish
Heydour parish
Wilsford parish

T

~sham Group
enham
Corby Glen
Greelham
Holywell
Burton Coggles
Bift Pits
o dQuarry
Castle Bytham

> > lJlhC, TF075048
IglhC
S.ofBarnack
14thC

Roman,
16thC> >
Greal Casterton IgthC
Stamford
''.lthC> >
lalhC
Wotho~
IgthC
Edith \\eston
,gthC
Winj
19th
on
'gthC
~pingham
wallon
t21h-13thC,
IgthC

TFol3082O
Sco~te

S.o

tamford

tro:

TF136g64

Castle Bytham
SKg681 42
SK979'~
SK990'

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE QUARRIES
NOltin~ham

Basfor
BulweU
Wilkinson's
Broxlowe
Bilborough
Sirelle
Trowe I
\'\'oUaton
Arnold
Lambley
Gedling
Linby

13thC > >
'4 thC > >
,gthC> >
IgthC
, thC> >
,6IhC> >
Medo?
'SthC
'5th-lglhC
'7thC
'7th-lglhC
;jthC> >
ed.'.lolhC

Sankey's

Igth-20lhC

h

N. Nottingham
N. Nottin~ham
N. of Bas ord
BulweliHall
W. Nottingham
W. Nottingham
SK~S4'.l3

W. oningham
W. Noningham
E.ofNotungham
E.ofNoningham
E.ofNottingham
N.ofLinby
viUafe
Hue nail

Ma'(j};ld Group
Le uarels

Mansfield
SK534600

Bilsthorpe
Everton
Warsop

141hC
> >201hC
IgthC
IgthC
IglhC
'7 thC

lkrbyshire
SwarkeSlone
Slanton

ISthC
14 thC

SK360 274
?by ale ?by
Bndge

~~~1s

CONCLUSION.

The area of the East Midlands was clearly an important region for the supply
of building stone both within the area and further afield. Stone from the
Lincolnshire Limestone bell, which included Barnack stone, was particularly
sought-after for cathedral, castle and monas(ic building projects in and outside the
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region. Direct evidence for the exploitation of specific quarry sites, in the form of
documentation of their working, has not survived and most of the information has
to be sought from the building accounts of those sites that used them. This is of
course a partial record since few medieval sites in this country have accounts
surviving. This study has made usc of the researches of the regional place-name
societies and further work by these groups will doubtless enhance future studies,
especially of the Northamptonshire area. Further work by geologists to identify
building stones in standing structures would be a valuable extention to this study,
particularly if it could be coupled with precise location of stone samples lO
individual quarries.
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Passage and Vestibule to lhe Chapter House of Southwell Minster', Friends oj&uthwtll Cathedral Annual Report
(Southwell, 19~).
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Honington, Marston, Allington, and Syston also had quarry sites, although they may not all have been pan of
the Ancaster RJ"Oup. A more northern group that must have been exploiting the very edge of the limestone was
at Blankney, Potter Hanworth and Washingborough, the latter worked in the 16th century, Perrott, op. cit. in
note 17. Other villages near Lincoln on tne S. SIde, such as Bracebridge, Branston, and Waddington have
evidence in fieldnames for stone extraction in the post medieval period, and in the case ofCanwick for the 12th
century, Cameron, op. cit. in note 5.
21 D. Purcell, Cambridge Sto>U (London, 1967).
22 R. Willis andJ. W. Clark, The Architectu.ral History ojtJu UnWrrsity oj Cambridge 3 vols. (Cambridge, (886) II,
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contour, It is possible that, as in the case of the Ancaster quarries, villages lying on the same contour at the edge
of the scarp may have also had quarries. Possible sites are Helpston, which still has evidence of quarrying,
Ufford, Upton, and \Vittering, Sou thorpe ,and perhaps Thornhaugh. The quarries around the town o(Stamford
produced a hard shelly limestone of the same type, also from the beds of the Upper Lincolnshire Limestone, that
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Edmunds.
+9 .Iudd, op. cit. in note 36, zag; Purcell, op. cit. in note I.
)0 l'urcell, op. cit. in note 4-8.
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in the Thirteenth Century' ,J. BntishArcl=ol, Ass(J(., 137 (1964-), r 14-29, where the lost buildings are considered.
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Elmes, of 1471 in the church olAlI Saints Stamford, R.C.H.1.I.E. op. cit. in nOle 25, 10. This would represent a
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$u~estion.

Purcell, op. cit. in note 48.
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ljQ firman, pers comm 1994 The capItals, bases and nbs of the vault lhat they support are offrecstone
6' G Zarneckl,j Holt and T Holland (eds), Englull RomaMSq~ Art /066-1200 (London, 1914), 166, D
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